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1 Setting the stage

Consider the following examples of imperatives in root contexts:

(1) a. (Jane to Alan): Take me out to dinner.
b. (A professor to his/her students): Borrow my book from the library.
c. (A parent to his/her child): Wash your hands before dinner.
d. (A Master of Ceremonies): Everyone please stand up.
e. (A teacher to his/her students): John come here, Mary stay where you are.

Two important observations about root imperatives:

1. Their subjects refer to or quantify over the addressee(s) or a set containing the ad-
dressee(s);

2. they are used to impose a requirement on an individual, or set of individuals. They
are conventionally associated with ‘directive force’.

Do we ever report that someone imposed a requirement on someone else? Sure. We can do
so in several ways:

(2) a. Jane told Alan “Take me out to dinner.” (quote)
b. Jane told Alan to take her out to dinner. (infinitival clause)
c. Jane told Alan that he had better take her out to dinner. (finite declarative)
d. *Jane told Alan take her our to dinner. (imperative clause)
e. % Jane said take her out to dinner.

The main question we address is the following:

Which aspects of the syntax and semantics of imperatives play a role in deter-
mining their embeddability?
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In the literature, we often find the assumptions that imperatives cannot be embedded, with
different reasons being given for why (Han 2000; Platzack and Rosengren 1994; Alcázar and
Saltarelli 2012, among others) But there is no general restriction on embedding other clause
types. Why should imperatives be different?

1.1 Outline of the talk

We want to explain the restrictions on embedded imperatives, and to derive their meanings
correctly when they do occur. Our discussion proceeds as follows:

§2 Directive speech acts

§3 Syntactic analysis

§4 Addressee constancy

§5 Markers of speech style and “politeness”

2 Directive speech acts

In this section, we’ll first discuss what a directive speech act is, and then introduce the notion
of target of a directive speech act. This will provide us with the notions we need to look at
cases of embedded imperatives that are grammatical and cases that are not, and formulate
our analysis.

2.1 What is a speech act?

We follow the broad “dynamic approach” to meaning, according to which the meaning of a
sentence is the conventional effect it has on a context in which it is used. Hamblin (1971);
Roberts (2012); Ginzburg (1996) propose to model the context with distinct components
for the contributions of declaratives and interrogatives. Portner (2004, 2007) builds on this
approach to include imperatives, defining a context as a triple:

(3) A context c = ⟨cs, qud, tdl⟩, where:
a. cs is the context set;
b. qud is the set (or stack) of questions under discussion;
c. tdl is a function from individuals a to sets of properties.

Then a’s To-do list, tdl(a), defines a pre-order over cs and represents the priorities a is
committed within c to work towards.

A speech act represents the effect on context which the utterance of a sentence can have. A
speech act can thus be thought of as a function from contexts to contexts (Gazdar, 1981).
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When a directive speech act is performed, the to-do lists of one or more individuals is
updated.

(4) Suppose that a sentence S with content p is used to perform speech act δ in context
c. If δ(c) differs from c in that p is in tdl(a), for some individual a, we say that δ was
directive in c.

Note that (4) does not imply that c was actually updated to δ(c). The speech act could be
rejected or fail.

We refer to the individual whose to-do list was to be updated as the “target” of the speech
act.

(5) Suppose that a sentence with content p is used to perform a directive speech act δ
in c and that p ∈ tdlδ(c)(a). Then, a is a target of δ in c.

Speech act assignment for imperatives. Imperatives canonically perform directive
speech acts. How are they assigned this function? The problem of indirect speech acts shows
that the “meaning” of a sentence should not be identified with the speech act it happens to
perform in context. So what sort of thing is the meaning? Two approaches:1

(6) Dynamic semantics: The meaning of a sentence is the speech act which is assigned
to it by semantic rules. It has no static meaning except in a derivative sense.

(7) Dynamic pragmatics: The meaning of a sentence is its static content. A speech
act is assigned to it by separate principles.

Both the dynamic semantics approach and the dynamic pragmatics approach can be further
split depending on whether the speech acts assigned involve the fully articulated illocutionary
forces of classical speech act theory, or simpler and more general sentential forces.

We adopt the version of dynamic pragmatics which assigns a sentential force. Specifically,
we treat an imperative as denoting a property restricted to the addressee (Hausser, 1980;
Portner, 2004).

(8) [[ Sit down! ]]u = λxλw : x is an addressee of utterance event u . x sits down in w

The sentential force of an imperative is to update the to-do list of each individual satisfying
its domain restriction. Notice that when a root imperative is used to perform a directive
speech act, the addressee will thereby qualify as the target of that speech act.

2.2 What is it to report a directive speech act?

As we analyzes cases in which someone reports a speech act, we are going to be talking about
two speech acts: the one which consitutes making the report, and the one which is being

1We also find mixed approaches, like Reis 1999.
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reported on. It will be helpful to have some terminology:

(9) [Situation: Dad said to Alice “Sit down.” Mom overheard him. She reports what she
heard to Tom.]
Mom says to Tom: Dad told Alice that she should sit down.

• There was an event or situation u of mom speaking.

• The context for u is called the utterance context. We use c@ to refer to the utterance
context.

• Mom is the speaker of u. Tom is the addressee of u.

• Mom performs a speech act of assertion in c@ by what she does in u.

• There was also an event or situation of ur of dad speaking.

• The context for ur is called the reported context. We’ll use cr for the reported
context.

• Dad is the speaker of ur. Alice is the addressee of ur.

• Dad performs a directive speech act in cr because of what he does in ur.

• The target of that speech act is Alice.

• The matrix verb describes an event of telling. This event is ur.

We will use such terminology to describe the readings of embedded imperatives. The canon-
ical function of a root imperative is to update the to-do List of the addressee of the context
in which it is used. In other words, the addressee is the target of the directive speech act in
the context.

In the case of an embedded imperative like (10), the speaker is reporting a situation in which
some target’s to-do list got updated.

(10) Mom says to Tom: When Alice asked what to do next, dad said sit down.

Specifically, the speaker of the utterance situation (mom) asserts the existence of a situation
ur of dad saying something. The context in which he said it is cr. The embedded imperative
relates to cr as a root imperative relates to the context in which it is used. So, ur is a
situation in which a directive speech act δ was performed, one with the conventional force
which would update cr to c′r differing from cr in that the target of δ’s to-do list contains the
property (8). This target is, in fact, Alice.

♡ This is what it is to report a directive speech act with an imperative. ♡
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2.3 The target and subject

It is well-known that the subject of imperatives has a close connection to the addressee,
but in fact there is an even closer connection to the concept of the target. In simplest root
imperatives, the subject refers to the addressee of the utterance, which is also the target of
the directive speech act performed by uttering the imperative.2

In embedded imperatives, the subject always refers to the target of the reported speech act.
This fact can be seen in (10) and also in (11).

(11) John to Mary: “Call your mom!”
Mary to Bob: John said call my mom, so I will.

In (11), the embedded subject refers to the target of cr, identical to the addressee of ur.

In fact, it is possible for an embedded imperative subject not to refer to the addresee of ur:

(12) Mom to dad: “Jimmy must finish his homework.”
Dad to Jimmy: Mom said finish your homework.

In (12), the subject of the embedded imperative refers to Jimmy, who was not mom’s ad-
dressee (that was dad). However, Jimmy’s obligations were at issue in the reported context
– mom was placing a requirement on Jimmy (to be conveyed by dad).3 So, Jimmy is the
target of the reported context.

The generalization:

(13) The subject of an imperative always refers to the target of the context in which it is
used to perform a directive speech act.

⇒ Specifically in the case of an embedded imperative, its subject always refers to
target of the reported context.

Although the subject of an embedded imperative can refer either to the addressee of the
reported speech event, as in (11), or to the addressee of the actual utterance event, as in
(12), it cannot refer to an individual who is not the addressee of either:4

2Potsdam (1996) points out the following example:

i. Maitre d’, someone seat the guests!

Here, the subject of the imperative does not refer to the addressee (or quantify over a set of addressees);
instead, the vocative maitre d’ refers to the addressee, and it is implied that he or she has control over some
individuals who can be told to seat the guests.

3The example is most natural when dad endorses the obligation being placed on Jimmy. However, we’re
not sure if this is a hard-and-fast requirement:

i. Jimmy to dad: “What should I do next?”

ii. Dad to Jimmy: Mom says finish your homework, but I think you should take care of your piano
practice first.

.
4A possible exception is interrogatives:
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(14) Mom to dad: “Jimmy must finish his homework.”
Dad to uncle: (With regard to Jimmy,) *mom said finish his homework.

3 Shiftable pronouns and embedded imperatives

3.1 Background on the syntax of imperatives

In root imperatives, the subject typically refers to both the addressee of the utterance and
the target of the directive speech act. For example, in (15),

(15) (Mom to Gabriel): Please take out the trash.

the addressee (Gabriel) = target (Gabriel).

In Zanuttini et al. (2012), we analyze root imperatives as containing a functional head in
the left periphery, the Jussive head:

(16) JussiveP

Jussive0
[person: 2]i

TP

T0

[case: nominative]u
vP

subject
[person: 2]u

[case: nominative]u

v VP

We argue that:

(17) The Jussive head
a. is present in all and only jussive clauses.
b. has person features that are valued and interpretable:

i. All and only imperatives contain a Jussive head with a second person fea-
ture. This feature is the reason why imperatives place a requirement on the
addressee.

i. Mom to dad: “Jimmy must finish his math homework first.”
Jimmy to dad: Which homework did mom say finish first?

This shifting of perspective so that the speaker of an interrogative counts as the addressee within the scope
of an intensional operator is reminiscent of what happens with evidentials (e.g., Faller 2002, sect. 6.3.2).
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ii. All and only exhortatives contain a Jussive head with a first person feature
inclusive of the addressee. This is why exhortatives place a requirement on
the speaker and the addressee.

iii. All and only promissives contain a Jussive head with a first person feature.
This is why promissives place a requirement on the speaker.

c. enters an Agree relation with the subject;
d. is an abstraction operator that binds the argument it Agrees with.

Building on these ideas, we analyze embedded imperatives.

3.2 Shiftable and unshiftable person features

Suppose Jane said to Alan:

(18) (Jane to Alan) Please call my sister!

I can report (18) to you in a number of ways:

(19) a. Jane told Alan “Please call my sister”. (quote)
b. Jane told Alan that he should call her sister. (embedded declarative)
c. Jane told Alan to call her sister. (embedded infinitive)
d. *Jane told Alan call her sister. (embedded imperative)

The subject of the embedded clause always refers to the target (Alan).

Why are a quote (19a), a finite declarative (19b) and an infinitival clause (19c) grammatical,
but an imperative clause ungrammatical?

Intuition: shiftability.

The subject of the imperative clause has a 2nd person feature.

• Unshiftable 2nd person feature: can only refer to the addressee of the utterance.

• Shiftable 2nd person feature: can refer to the addressee of the reported utterance ur.

Recall that the subject of an embedded imperative always refers to the target (13).

This leads us to the following hypothesis:

When the target is not the addressee of the utterance, an imperative clause can
only be embedded if its subject has a shiftable 2nd person feature.
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Why? Because in such cases, if the subject has shiftable person features, it can refer to an
addressee that is not the addressee of the utterance; hence it can refer to the target.

This hypothesis makes the following prediction:

(20) Prediction: when the target is the addressee of the reported utterance (ur), a language
with shiftable indexicals should allow embedded imperatives.

An idea along these lines is found in Kaufmann (2014).

3.3 When the person feature shifts

Let us look at a language well known for allowing shifted indexicals: Amharic.

We see a 1st person shifted indexical in the following example from Schlenker 2003, ex. (53):

(21) Situation: John says: ‘I am a hero’

ȷ̌on
Jon

j@gna
hero

n@-ññ
be.PF-1sO

y1l-all.
3M.say-aux.3m

‘John says that he is a hero.’ (lit. ‘John says that I be a hero.’)

We see a a 2nd person indexical in the following example, which was elicited for us by Ruth
Kramer:

(22) Situation: Meriem (f) says to Kebbede (m):

Almaz
Almaz

G1rma-n
Girma-acc

bät’am
very

rädZdZim
tall

näh
be.2ms

al-ätStS-äw
say-3fs.s-3ms.o

‘Almaz said to Girma that you are very tall.’ (you = Girma or Kebbede)

The 2nd person subject can be interpreted as the addressee of the utterance, Kebbede, or
as the addressee of the reported utterance, Girma.

In Amharic, 1st and 2nd person subjects of declaratives in the complement of ‘say’ may
shift, but don’t have to.

In addition to shiftable indexicals, Amharic allows embedded imperatives. Consider the
following example (from Leslau (1995, 779):

(23) m1n
what

amt’a
bring.imper-2m

1nd-al-@–ññ
compl-say.pf-3m-1sO

al-s@mma-hu-mm
neg-hear.pf-1s-neg

‘I didn’t hear what he told me to bring.’
(lit. I didn’t hear that he said to me bring what.)
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Schlenker 2003 points out that this sentence does not mean that the speaker of the reported
speech (he) said ‘Bring what!’. Rather it means that he ordered me to bring something, and
I didn’t understand what that was. The fact that we have wh-extraction is evidence that
the sentence contains an embedded imperative (and not a quote).

Why does Amharic allow embedded imperatives?

• The literature on shiftable 1st person indexicals proposes that the embedded clause
contains an operator that triggers the shift. For example, Baker (2008, 38) argues that
the Amharic sentence in (21) has a S(peaker) operator in the embedded clause:

(24) [S1k Johni [ S2i [Ii hero be+T ]] say+T ]

The S2 operator is controlled by the subject of the matrix clause (John). It binds the
subject pronoun in the embedded clause, which acquires 1st person features and refers
(not to the speaker of utterance but) to the subject of the matrix clause (John).

• Similarly, we argue that the Jussive head is a type of Addressee operator, one that
is unique to Jussive clauses. Just as the Speaker operator is present in embedded
declaratives in Amharic (i.e. is not restricted to root declaratives), so, we argue,
the Jussive head is present in embedded imperatives (i.e. is not restricted to root
imperatives).

(25) [ I didn’t hear [that he said to mei [ Jussivei proi bring what ]]]
(Simplified structural representation of (23).)

The Jussive head in the embedded context has a second person feature that picks out
the addressee of the reported speech (me). It Agrees with and binds the subject of the
embedded imperative, which shifts and refers to the addressee of the reported speech,
i.e. the target of the directive speech.

Though the hypothesis of a correlation between shiftable person indexicals and embedded
imperatives is supported by Amharic, we need to test it with other languages that have a
2nd person shiftable indexical, like Slave:

• Slave (Rice 1989, 1277)

(26) John
John

Paraníła
2sS.go.home

séhdi.
3sS.tell.1sO

‘John told me to go home.’ (lit. John told me you go home, 2s=matrix object)

The list of languages that have shiftable indexical is rather long: Aghem, Mishar Tatar,
Slave, Navajo, Nez Perce, Tamil, Telugu, Turkish, Uygur and Zazaki, among the spoken
languages. It also includes some sign languages, most clearly Catalan Sign Language (Quer
2005) and German Sign Language (Herrmann and Steinbach 2012).
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3.4 When the person feature doesn’t shift

We now turn to languages that do not allow shifting indexicals, like English and Italian.

There seems to be ample evidence that in both languages a pronoun with a 2nd person
feature can only refer to the addressee of the utterance:

(27) a. Jane was telling Alan that you got first prize.
b. Jane said to me that she’ll invite you to dinner.

(28) a. Jane stava dicendo a Alan che (tu) hai vinto il primo premio.
b. Jane mi ha detto che ti inviterà a cena.

In Italian, embedded imperatives are strongly ungrammatical:

(29) a. Janei ha detto a Alan “Telefona a miai sorella”. (quote)
b. Janei ha detto a Alan che deve telefonare a suai sorella. (embedded declarative)
c. Janei ha detto a Alan di telefonare a suai sorella. (embedded infinitive)
d. *Janei

Jane
ha
has

detto
said

a
to

Alan
Alan

telefona
call

a
to

suai
her

sorella.
mom

(embedded imperative)

‘*Jane told Alan call her mom.’

Building on the ideas outline above, we suggest that Italian, unlike Amharic:

1. does not allow a Speaker or Addressee operator in embedded clauses in general;

2. does not allow the Jussive operator in embedded clauses, either.

Because the Jussive head cannot occur in an embedded clause, Italian does not allow em-
bedded imperatives: the null subject of the imperative clause is only licensed by the Jussive
head locally.

English for the most part seems to behave lilke Italian, namely to not allow embedded
imperatives:

(30) a. *Janei told Alan call heri sister.
b. *Janei ordered Alan call heri sister.

Crnič and Trinh (2009) explain the inability of order and other directive verbs to embed
an imperative based on the fact that they obligatorily take a complementizer; the idea is
that the complementizer blocks the presence of an imperative feature in C. However, this
explanation leads to the question of why there is no element which can realize this feature
in C (parallel to interrogative if ).

From our perspective, the “feature in C” corresponds to the shifting operator. As in Italian,
it’s ruled out in embedded clauses – with an exception to be discussed next.
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3.5 The special role of ‘say’

Crnič and Trinh (2009, 2011) also point out that, for some English speakers, imperatives can
be embedded under say:

(31) a. John1 said call his1 mom.
b. Who did John say call at three?
c. (Why do you worry so much?) Noone said buy anything.
d. When I visited Beijing University, every professor1 said buy his1 book.
e. John only said buy rosesF for Mary.

They note that in English say is the only verb which naturally embeds a clause with directive
meaning that does not require a complementizer. For them, this is the basis for explaining
why say can embed an imperative; they propose that the absence of a complementizer makes
room for the imperative feature in C. We will say that this is almost right.

Our proposal:

• Say is the only verb in English that allows the shifting operator, namely the Jussive
head, in its complement.

We know that allowing shifting indexicals is a property that does not apply to a language
as a whole, but rather depends on the embedding predicate. Here’s a list of predicates
that have been said to allow shifting indexicals in various languages (list from Korotkova
2014 based on original sources): Aghem (say), Amharic (say), Japanese (say, think, consider
a.m.o.), Korean (person indexicals: say; adverbial indexicals: say, think), Mishar Tatar (say,
think a.m.o.), Navajo (say), Nez Perce (say/tell, think), Slave (say, tell, want), Tamil (say),
Telugu (say), Turkish (say, believe, want, other speech-derived verbs), Uyghur (all attitude
predicates), Zazaki (say).

One more observation: it seems that only null subjects are shiftable in English:

(32) John said you call his mom.

(32) is grammatical only with the complement interpreted as a direct quote. We’ll see a
similar difference between null and overt pronouns in Korean.

4 Escape hatch: Addressee constancy

Korean null pronouns. Null pronouns in Korean are shiftable indexicals (Pak et al. 2008)
and in embedded imperatives they behave similarly to the person pronouns in Amharic in
that they can shift to refer to the addressee of ur:

(33) a. Situation: Mom says to dad:
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Inho-ka
Inho-NOM

Yumi-eykey
Yumi-to

chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ula-ko
read-IMP-COMP

hayss-ta.
said-Dec

‘Inho said to Yumi read the book.’
b. Situation: Mom says to Yumi:

Appa-ka
Dad-NOM

Inho-eykey
Inho-to

pang-ul
room-ACC

chiwu-la-ko
clean-IMP-COMP

hasiess-ta.
said.Hon-Dec

‘Dad said to Inho clean the room.’

The null 2nd person pronoun of the embedded imperatives in (33) refers to the addressee
(and target) of the reported speech act ur, i.e., Yumi and Inho, respectively, not to the
addressee of u, dad and Yumi.

Our analysis for these cases is the same as for Amharic and English imperatives embedded
under say: the embedded clause contains a Jussive head, which can refer to the addressee of
the reported speech act; it binds the subject and Agrees with it, and hence the subject also
refers to the addressee of the reported speech act.5

Korean overt pronouns. Our analysis that Korean has a Jussive head in embedded
clauses leads us to think that overt person pronouns should also be possible in embedded
imperatives. However, what we find is...

(34) a. Situation: Mom says to dad:
*Inho-ka
Inho-NOM

Yumi-eykey
Yumi-to

ney-ka
you-NOM

chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ula-ko
read-IMP-COMP

hayss-ta.
said-Dec

(intended reading) ‘Inho said to Yumi read the book.’
b. Situation: Mom says to Yumi:

*Appa-ka
Dad-NOM

Inho-eykey
Inho-to

ney-ka
you-NOM

pang-ul
room-ACC

chiwu-la-ko
clean-IMP-COMP

hasiess-ta.
said.Hon-Dec

(intended reading) ‘Dad said to Inho clean the room.’

It seems that overt person pronouns always refer to the speaker and addressee of the utter-
ance, that is, they are strict indexicals.

(35) Situation: Mom says to Inho:

Appa-ka
Dad-NOM

Yumi-eykey
Yumi-to

nay/ney-ka
I/you-NOM

ttokttokha-ta-ko
bright-Dec-COMP

hasiess-e.
said.Hon-Dec

‘Dad told Yumi that I/you am/are bright.’

5Unlike Amharic, however, Korean allows a variety of verbs of say and command as embedding predicate,
e.g., malhata ‘speak, say, tell’, myenglyenghata ‘command’, cwumwnhata ‘order’, etc.
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Neither the 1st nor the 2nd person pronominal subject of the embedded declarative can refer
to the speaker or addresee of ur, i.e., dad or Yumi. They can only be interpreted as the
speaker/addressee of u, i.e., mom or Inho.6

But when an overt 2nd person pronoun refers to the addressee of the utterance, it is possible
to embed an imperative. Hence, whereas (34) is ungrammatical, (36) is grammatical.

(36) a. Situation: Mom says to Yumi:
Inho-ka
Inho-NOM

ne-eykey
you-to

ney-ka
you-NOM

chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ula-ko
read-IMP-COMP

hayss-ta.
said-Dec

‘Inho said to you read the book.’
b. Situation: Mom says to Inho:

Appa-ka
Dad-NOM

ne-eykey
you-to

ney-ka
you-NOM

pang-ul
room-ACC

chiwu-la-ko
clean-IMP-COMP

hasiess-ta.
said.Hon-Dec.

‘Dad said to you clean the room.’

German. We find a similar pattern in German. German has strict indexicals, like the
overt pronouns of Korean. Kaufmann (2012) points out the existence of minimal pairs in
colloquial spoken German.

1. A sentence like (37) can only be interpreted as containing a quote:

(37) Ich
I

habe
have

Maria
Maria

gestern
yesterday

gesagt,
said,

geh
go

da
there

heute
today

hin.
to

(p.212)

‘I told Maria yesterday: “Go there today.” ’

That is, the only possible interpretation is one in which heute is interpreted with respect
to the time of the repoted speech (not to the time of the utterance). Kaufamnn takes
this as evidence that the imperative is a quote.

2. Yet some speakers allow sentences like (38) with the interpretation in which heute is
interpreted with respect to the context of utterance:

(38) Ich
I

habe
have

dir
you

gestern
yesterday

schon
already

gesagt,
told

geh
go

da
there

heute
today

hin.
to

(p.206)

‘I’ve already told you yesterday to go there today.’

The crucial property of the latter is that the subject of the imperative refers to the
addressee of both the reported speech act ur and the utterance u.

6There seem to be different claims on whether person pronouns in Korean are shiftable or not. Some
researchers claim that they are shiftable across clause types (Kim 2008; Park forthcoming, among others)
while others contend that they are strict indexicals (Lee 2012; Lim and Lee 2012). While we do not want
to dismiss the claim that Korean person pronouns are shiftable indexicals, based on the authors’ judgment
we take the overt person pronouns in (35) to be unshiftable, and therefore cannot refer to the speaker or
addressee of the reported utterance ur.
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Kaufmann describes this pattern with the following condition:

The addressee constancy restriction (ACC)
Imperative embedding in Modern High German is possible only if the person
spoken to in the reported context is identical to the addressee in the utterance
situation cA.

What is going on in Korean (36) and German (38)? We speculate that the ACC patterns
in Korean and German come about because the logical form contains a mixture of both
shiftable and unshiftable person features:

1. In the case of Korean, the overt pronoun ends up with both shiftable and non-shiftable
2nd person features. The jussive head agrees with the subject and shares its shiftable
second person feature; therefore, the subject must refer to the addressee of ur. The
overt pronoun also is lexically specified with a non-shiftable 2nd person feature and so
refers to the addressee of u. Only when the two coincide the embedding of imperative
is possible.

2. In the case of German, the verbal morphology7 has non-shiftable 2nd person feature
whereas the null subject pronoun has the shiftable 2nd person feature. The Jussive
head agrees with the null pronoun subject, referring to the addressee of ur while the
non-shiftable 2nd person feature on the verbal morphology refers to the addressee of
u. Hence, when the two coincide the embedded imperative is allowed.

ACC arises when a language allows the grammar of shifting (it allows an embedded Jussive
head) but prevents actual shifting from occurring (because the form contains unshiftable
person features).

5 Speech style and “politeness”

We have claimed that Korean allows Jussive head which has shiftable (2nd) person features.
However, overt 2nd person pronoun in Korean is not shiftable hence it can occur as the
subject of embedded imperatives only when it refers to the addressee of the utterance. We
have also observed that null person pronouns shift and can refer to the addressee of the
reported speech act in embedded imperatives.

Korean shows something else that’s interesting. Something other than (un)shiftability of the
second person pronoun seems to play a role in embedding imperatives.

Korean exhibits a rich system of speech styles which mark the relation between the speaker
and addressee and the formality of the utterance situation. All clauses must be marked
with one of the six speech styles: Formal, polite, semiformal, familiar, intimate, and plain
(Martin, 1992; Pak, 2008; Sohn, 1999; Suh, 1996). The following exemplifies a declarative
sentence in these speech styles (Pak et al., 2013, ex. (16)):

7or maybe the dative indirect object in the matrix . . .
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(39) a. chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ess-supnita.
read-PAST-Dec.Formal

b. chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ess-eyo.
read-PAST-Dec.Polite

c. chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ess-o.
read-PAST-Dec.Semiformal

d. chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ess-ney.
read-PAST-Dec.Familiar

e. chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ess-e.
read-PAST-Dec.Intimate

f. chayk-ul
book-ACC

ilk-ess-ta.
read-PAST-Dec.Plain

‘I read a book.’

However, embedding is strictly restricted to clauses with plain speech style only.

(40) a. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

sensayngnim-kkey
teacher-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-ess-supnita-ko
read-Past-Dec.Formal-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec.Plain.

b. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

sensayngnim-kkey
teacher-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-ess-ta-ko
read-Past-Dec.Plain-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec.Plain.

Not only the formal speech style, but all other non-plain speech style particles cannot occur
in embedded context.8

The plain speech style is special, far from being plain, in that unlike other speech style
particles it can occur in the contexts that do not require the marking of the relation between
the speaker and addressee. Hence, the declarative plain speech style particle -ta is used in
newspaper articles, professional writings, journals, and monologues.

While imperatives too have different speech styles, they differ slightly from declaratives;
there are two plain speech styles - what we will call ‘specific-addressee’ and ‘non-specific
addressee’ plain styles (Pak et al. 2013, (16)).

(41) a. chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-usipsio
read-Imp.Formal

b. chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-eyo.
read-Imp.Polite

8Similar observation has been made about the politeness particle -mas in Miyagawa (2012). Restrictions
on the embedding of such politeness markers in Japnaese are discussed in the literature. See Kaufmann
2012, Miyagawa 2012, Saito 2009, among others.
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c. chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-usio.
read-Imp.Semi-Formal

d. chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-key.
read-Imp.Blunt

e. chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-e.
read-Imp.Intimate

f. chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-ela.
read-Imp.SpecificAddresseePlain

g. chayk-ul
book-acc

ilk-ula.
read-Imp.NonspecificAddresseePlain

’Read the book!’

The specific addressee plain imperative speech style is used when a directive speech is uttered
in an informal situation to specific addresee(s) with whom the speaker is close. (It’s somewhat
less polite than the intimate style in such situations and often has more authoritative feeling.)
On the other hand, the non-specific addressee plain imperative speech style is used when
there is no specific addressee for the directive speech, hence it is commonly adopted for
mottos and rally/protest cries.

Interestingly in embedded imperative clauses, only the non-specific addressee plain speech
style can occur:

(42) a. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-usipsio-ko
read-Imp.Formal-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec

b. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-eyo-ko
read-Imp.Polite-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec

c. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-usio-ko
read-Imp.Semi-Formal-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec

d. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-key-ko
read-Imp.Blunt-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec

e. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-e-ko
read-Imp.Intimate-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec

f. *Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-ela-ko
read-Imp.SpecificPlain-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec

g. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Swumi-eykey
Swumi-to

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-ula-ko
read-Imp.NonspecificPlain-Comp

malhayss-ta.
said-Dec
‘Inho told Swumi to read the book.’

Summarizing the discussions so far:

1. All Korean root clauses are marked with a speech style particle.
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2. In embedded clauses, only plain speech style particles (in the case of imperatives, the
non-specific addressee plain speech style) are allowed.

As noted above, the non-specific addressee plain imperative speech style and the plain speech
styles of other clause types can be used when there is no specific addressee(s). Hence we
make the claim that the plain speech styles (non-specific addressee plain speech style for
imperatives) do not mark any relation between the speaker and addressee, which is a striking
difference from other speech style particles (Pak 2008, Pak et al. 2013).

The speech style particles always occur in the sentence final position (hence, a.k.a sentence
final particles) and in the literature it is generally assumed to be in the CP domain. (Ahn
and Yoon (1990)) Based on this, we argue the following:

• In Korean, the information about the relation between the speaker and addressee of u
cannot be encoded in embedded C.

• The plain speech style (non-specific addressee plain speech style for imperatives) lacks
such information.

• Hence only the plain speech style can be embedded.

Intuitively, expressing the “relation between speaker and addressee” involves indexicality. We
speculate that the restriction on embedded speech style particles has to do with the same
type of constraints on shiftability we’ve seen with embedded imperatives.

Is politeness marking ever shiftable? The relationship between the speaker and ad-
dressee is close to what is often referred to as politeness marking on pronouns. Obviously
polite and familiar pronouns are readily embeddable. Notice that both the speaker and
addressee components of the politeness meaning in the Italian example (43) are unshiftable:

(43) Il
the

dottore
doctor

mi
me

ha
has

detto
told

che
that

Lei
Lei

dovrebbe
should

rimanere
remain

qui
here

questa
this

sera.
evening

‘The doctor told me that you(pol) should stay here this evening.’

This raises the question of whether politeness marking is ever shiftable. It tuns out that
the “speaker” component of a politeness-marked pronoun can shift in Amharic, and this is
independent of whether the addressee reference itself shifts (example provided to us by Ruth
Kramer).

(44) Situation: Meriem (f) says to Ruth (f):

Almaz
Almaz

lä-Girrma
to-Girma

1rswo
you.pol

bät’am
very

rädZdZim
tall

näwot
are.2pol

al-äcc
say-3fs.s

‘Almaz said to Girma that you(pol) are very tall.’ (you = Girma or Ruth)
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As expected, the second person embedded subject in (44) is shiftable; it can refer either
to Ruth or Girma. Moreover, the preferred (and maybe the only) reading of this sentence
expresses that Almaz has respect for the referent of ‘you’ (whether it be Ruth or Girma).
This shows that the “speaker” component of the politeness marking can shift as well.

6 Wrapping up

Empirical and theoretical contributions

1. We have shown how to think about reported speech acts within the dynamic pragmatics
framework.

2. We have defined the target of a directive speech act and shown its correlation with the
subject of imperatives.

3. We have investigated the relation between the addressee (of the actual or reported
utterance) and the subject of imperatives.

4. We have explored the correlation between shiftable and non-shiftable indexicals and
the grammaticality (and interpretation) of embedded imperatives.

5. We have shown that markers of “politeness” are sometimes restricted in embedded
clauses, and suggested that this fact is closely related to restrictions on embedded
imperatives.

6. We have presented a syntactic analysis of each pattern based on two main factors:
(a) whether or not a language allows a shifting operator in embedded C, and (b) the
distribution of shiftable and unshiftable person features in syntactic structure.

Next steps:

1. Develop a compositional analysis of the Jussive head and shiftable and unshiftable
person features which makes precise the semantic side of the explanations we have
offered.

2. Understand the status of the restriction against shifting operators in embedded clauses
(including the Jussive head) in languages like Italian.

3. Extend the framework to explain the restrictions on speech style particles in embedded
clauses in Korean and the differences between markers of politeness in other languages
such as Italian and Amharic.
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